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INTRODUCING PRIME NORDIC
ASSSET MANAGEMENT
A report by Alex Upton
We are proud to announce the first-ever Prime Nordic Asset
Management newsletter! While you are welcome to

NEWS & STORIES FOR THIS
ISSUE:
Nordic markets thrive even throughout Covid
Investee Company Case
Study - Fluicell AB

unsubscribe through the link at the bottom of this email, we
hope you continue to subscribe to the monthly updates, The
reports will include analysis of Nordic securities, evaluating
stocks, discussing new trading ideas, and understanding the
trends affecting Nordic markets and industries.

Coming soon - Prime
Nordic ETI's - accessing
the Nordic marketplace

We will pull back the curtain on how we identify potential
component companies for our portfolio's. Each month we
will examine select companies and securities from our
portfolios or those on our watch lists. We dive into the
Nordic market place, and how we identify value investment
opportunities with asymmetric risk to reward profiles
If you haven't already, you can subscribe to the monthly
newsletter here.

Alex Upton
Managing Director

NORDIC MARKETS THRIVE - EVEN THROUGHOUT
COVID 19
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland have so far coped with the Covid crisis better than other
European countries. The Nordic stock market barometer MSCI Nordic has outperformed its
international counterparts. The region thus continued its long-term outperformance. Over the
past 20 years, the Nordic stock markets have risen by 230 percent. By comparison, overall global
markets rose 153 percent during this period, while the Europe rose 129 percent.
Denmark, which has been the best performing country in Europe over the last ten years, was the
leader. The country has a strong growth record and is home to some of the best consumer and
healthcare companies in Europe. Sweden's unique approach of dealing with the Covid crisis did
not effect it's economic development. The economy developed strongly and similarly to that of
the other Nordic countries.

Investors have understood that ESG factors can be seen as
an additional risk parameter and improve the risk/reward
ratio of an investment.
The strength of the Nordic markets is based not least on the special composition of the
investment universe and the strong sector diversification. The resilience of the market place is
also supported by good liquidity even in critical phases - both during the financial and the Covid
crisis'. Trading continued without exception during these phases, with daily turnover of several
billion euros.
Another factor contributing to long-term outperformance is the strong focus of the companies
on ESG criteria and their contribution to reducing CO2 emissions. The Nordics score very well in
terms of the environment, social and corporate governance. At a time when regulatory
requirements are forcing investors and asset managers alike to observe sustainability criteria,
these factors have been integrated in the Nordic region for quite some time.

CASE STUDY - FLUICELL AB
Based in Gothenburg Sweden, Fluicell is a company that
has commercialised a product portfolio to study single
cells, primarily in the field of drug development. Fluicell’s
existing products are the research tools Biopen® and
Dynaflow® Resolve, which today allow researchers to
investigate the effects of drugs on individual cells at a
unique level of detail. As a further development of
Fluicell's existing product portfolio, the company has
developed a unique high-resolution bioprinting
technology in both 2D and 3D under the name
Biopixlar®. With this system, complex tissue-like
structures can be created where positioning of individual
cells can be controlled.
An exemplary and experienced management team, board
of directors, and scientific advisory board coupled with a
strong shareholder base supports the potential for the
continued growth of the company. Providing
technologies to researchers across the globe, Fluicell
opens up new possibilities for applications within
personalised medicine and advanced therapies.

Price Analysis
Following a November 2020 scientific
report in collaboration with Cellectricon
AB and the Karolinska Institutet in
Stockholm, where Fluicell demonstrated
the generation of complex 3D biological
tissues using their single-cell bioprinting
technologies, the company’s share price
has gone from strength to strength.
*chart pictured 23rd March 2021
From a price of 7.70 SEK in November 2020, shares have followed bullish uptrend within a channel,
printing a high of 43.8 SEK at the beginning of March 2021. Should the fundamentals remain strong,
technical analysis suggests good opportunities exist to “buy the dips” at the lower edge of the
channel. Long term technical indicators also present a strong case for continued upward optimism.
The Fluicell share is
listed on the Nasdaq
First North Stock Market
under the ticker FLUI
https://fluicell.com/

Weekly Technical Analysis Summary: FLUICELL AB

COMING SOON - PRIME NORDIC ETI'S
Prime Nordic Asset Management to launch Exchange Traded Instruments
An Exchange Traded Instrument (ETI) is a great way for an investor to gain exposure to a
particular market strategy. The value of an ETI is tied to the performance of a segregated
portfolio, providing investors with easy and transparent access to active investment strategies.
With stocks being a prominent asset within an ETI, investors can be reassured of unambiguous
practices. Stock market transactions are very transparent because prices are made available to
the public throughout the day. Asset Mangers of ETI's are therefore duly authorised and divulge
their portfolios and the net asset value of the instrument at the end of each business day.

ETI units can be traded either on the Stock Exchange or
over the counter in all major clearing systems
Solutions for Investors to Access the Nordic Markets
Prime Nordic Asset Management is currently in the process of launching a
number of ETI's which will open the door for investors to access the
potential of a number of managed diversified Nordic portfolios. Over the
coming weeks, the first ETI is due to be launched - Prime Nordic Biotech.
Prime Nordic Biotech invests in biotechnology companies that are active
in the growth market of innovative drugs and medical interventions. The
focus is on companies whose products address a high medical need and
have the potential to achieve above-average sales and profit growth. In
addition to profitable large-cap companies, promising companies from the
small and mid-cap segment are increasingly at the center of asset
allocation. The investment team is not only focusing on established areas
such as oncology, rare diseases and neurological indications - but also on
future technologies that may offer novel treatments with a promising
therapeutic profile and economic benefit. This includes technologies such
as RNA platforms or cell- or gene-based approaches. Prime Nordic Biotech
aims to achieve a total return over a medium to longer investment horizon
of 15% per year.
Further details coming soon.
If you have any questions or queries, or to get in touch, please contact us
at clientservices@primenordic.com

Please visit www.primenordicam.com to register your interest & to keep up to date with all the
latest ETI announcements., or subscribe to the Nordic Report here.
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